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A Threaded Wobble Motor of Outer Rotor Type
アウター ロー タ型 の ね じ溝付 きワブルモ ー タ
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the outer rotor and outsidc of the inner stators.Thus,the outer
rotor inoves in thc axial direction with wobbling rotation.

I. INTRODUCTION
This paper deals with the driving principle and the experi-

The advantages of this rnotor are the followilg:
, This wobble motor has the work range in a long distance

rotation into linear motion and generatelarge displacement. The

without a particular equipment such as a link lnechanism.
。This motor has mechanisms which enlarge the output

motor is a wobble type one; its rotor and stators have screw

force such as the wobbling mechanism(high tOrque at low rota¨

threads. When the rotor turns, it moves linearly in the axial

tional speeds)and the screw mechanism (rOtary/1inear

direction like a screw. The range of linear motion is limited only

conversion).The attractive magnetic force between the rotor

by the length of the rotor. We have fabricated a threaded wobble

and stators is utilized to realize thc rolling motion of the roto■
・Threads on the rotor rnechanically support extemal load in

mental demonstration of a micro motor which can convert

motor by the electromagnetic actuation.
After the first successof electrostaticmicro motors [1]' [2],
many motors with sizes ranging from 100 I'rrr,l3l to millimeters

the axial direction.
・Low friction is achieved by rolling contact between the

t4l, t5l were reported. It is still unclear how to utilize the rotational motion in the micro scale except some applications where

rotor and stators.

rotation itself is necessarysuch as driving micro disks and rota-

culation of the torque,the magnctic flux distribution by FEM

tional gyros. Lineaf displacement is necessary in most

siinulation and the driving characteHstic.

applications.Linear actuatorswith elastic suspensionscan easi-

This paper discusses thc design,operating principle,thc cal―

2.MECHANISM

ly fabricated by lC-compatible micromachining [6], however
they have limited range of motion up to a few tens of microns.

In this section,we show the actuation principle and the mech―

Our threaded wobble motor produces linear displacement out of

anism of a threaded wobble motor of outer rotor type.Figure l

rotational motion and is free from such limitation, although the

shows the actuation plinciple.

fabrication dependson assembly at this moment.
We produced a threaded wobble motor of inner rotor type

The actuation p●nciple is the same as basic wobble motors
[4],[5].]By Sequentially energizing stator poles,the rotor is

[10] and obtained a preferable characteristic. In this paper, a
threaded wobble motor of outer rotor type are reported. We fab-

atlracted to poles and wobbles around.The rotor rotates by 360

ricated the motor of outer rotor type to achieve higher torque

Once;R is the inner diameter of the rotor cylinder and r is the

and to more easily transmit force to an extemal load. The shape

The gap between the rotor and the
outer diarneter of the stato■

(良¨
う /r degrees When the excitation travels ar9und all the poles

of the outer rotor is a cylinder (the diameter: 14mm, the height:

■We have slower speed and higher torque
stator is equal to R―

20mm). The rotor rotates with wobbling by the attractive force

■The attractive force between the
with the smaller value of R―

to the inner stator pole. There are screw threads both inside of

rotor and the stator is converted into rotational motion by the

*3 rd
Tokyo

lartment,Ingtitute 6f lndustrial Scichcc,Univerity of

wobble lnechanisln and then the rotation is converted into linear
disPlacement by threads.
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Outer Rotor goes upward

lnner

Coil

OuterRotorCylinder

Figure 1

Actuation principle of a threaded wobble motor of outer
roror type

Therefore, when the rotor rotates by 360 degrees,it moves
linearly by a screw pitch in the axial direction.
We have fabricated the wobble motor by the electromagnetic
actuation. Figure 2 shows the extemal view and the size of the

Inner Stator
Figure 2

External

view and the size of the wobble motor

wobble motor.

There are a total of 8 poles and two stages of stators, where
one stage is threaded and the other stage is not. Only half of the
length of the outer rotor is threaded.This motor is made of iron.
The 8 stator coils are wound in 30 tums each pole by the insulated copper wire (the diameter is 0.1 mm). The vertical two
coils are connectedin series.The screw pitch is 0.75 mm. This
motor is fabricated with the ordinary mechanical machining and
the wire electrodischargemachining.
The order of the poles excitation of a stator is the following
steps (we use the notation of the stator shown in Figure 1). The
excited poles of a stator shiftclockwise such as (Sl) --* (Sl and
52) * (SZ) --* (S2 and 53) * (S:) --*"'. So when 8 stepsproceed, the excited poles make one circle around the stator. It is
also possible to energize poles of the stator counterclockwise.Thusthe outer rotor can go up and down in the axial
direction. To realize this actuation, we have made a driving cir-

Figure3 Driving circuit to energizecoils of a stator

cuit shown in Figure 3.
shifts to the right direction by the external clock signals and
This circuit consists of the shift register which has 8 binary

goes around. When 8 clock signals are applied to the shift regis-

values, 4 OR operational ICs and current amplifiers. The initial

ter, the electrical excitation rotates once around the 4 poles of

value of the shift register is shown in Figure 3. The binary value

the stator.
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3. RESULTS
In this section, we show the results of the torque calculation

速

InnerStator

and the magnetic flux distribution by FEM simulation and the
driving characteristics of a threaded wobble motor of outer rotor
type.
The ratio between the rotation of the electrical excitation and
the outer rotor, so called the reduction gear ratio of a wobble
motor is 6.25: l. This means that when the electrical excitation
makes 6.25 circles, the rotor rotates once mechanically.
Moreover, the rotor goes up by the pitch of the threads
(0.75mm) in the axial direction, when the rotor rotatesonce.
Figure 4 shows the parameter for the calculation of the torque
[11]. The amount of attractive force generatedby two stators

l-

rl

acting on the rotor is approximated by the following equations :
Figure 4
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rn = B2S
zro:r^\T*F*)

Parameterfor the calculation of the torque

N : Number of turns f or two coilss 60turns
I : Current passi,ngthrough coil LA
S : Cross - sectional area of stator L.2 x L0-5m2
d: Length of magnetic f lur loop 3 x L0-2m
6 : gap between stator and rotor l.O x L}-am
:4tr x 10-T
1.r,s
Fi''on i 250
I : length of leaer arm 7 x 10-3rn

Figure5 Magneticflux distribution
by FEM simulation

1

T = fixl-ftFxl
Thus we obtain the torque of 3.37mN 'm

torque to pull up the weight by. a string, and,to use the spring (a
spring constant k = 0.6 gf/mm) and a scale. We measured the

In order to improve the design, FEM simulation to determine
the flux density distribution was performed using Ansys soft-

relation between the maximum torque and the current in the
coils, shown in Figure 7.

ware. Figure 5 shows the magnetic flux distribution by FEM
simulation.Wecan observethe flux leak to the other poles is less
than 1 percent of the flux density of the actuatedpole.

We observed whether the motor could lift the weight or not,
and determined the maximum load capacity. :Theoretically, the

Figure 6 shows the relation between the rotary speed of the

maximum torque is proportional to the square of the current,

excitation in 4 poles and the mechanical rotary speed of the

however the loss of the friction, the Joule effect, the flux leak

outer rotor. The rotary speed increaseslinearly with the electro-

and the hysteresiseffect influence to the experimental measure-

magnetic rotary speed theoretically. We observed a sliding of

ment. We have obtained the maximum Torque of 1.6mNm at

the outer rotor. So experimental measurementis smaller than the

1A.

theoretical one. The maximum rotary speedis 3rps at the current of 1A in the coils. The maximum speed in the axial

At low currents below 600mA. the rotor is unable to overcome the frictional forces and does not rotate smoothly.

direction is2.25 mm/s.
We experimentally measured the maximum torque which the
outer rotor can lift up at several currents. We obtained the

4. CONCLUSION
The driving principle and the characteristics of a threaded
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Figure6 Relationbetweentherotaryspeedof theexcitationin 4 poles
andthe mechanicalrotaryspeedof theouterrotor
wobble motor of outer rotor type are reported. The maximum
rotary speed of 3rps and the maximum torque of 1.6mNm are
obtained at the current of 1A.
The advantageof this wobble motor is to generatelarge linear
displacement in the axial direction. For further improvernent,
we will considerthe following points;
' Reduction of the friction between the outer rotor and the
extemal object.
' Heat radiation of the coils.
' Optimal design as the magnetic circuit (This dependson
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Relation between the maximum torque and the current in the
coils
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